Poll Everywhere

Summary

Poll Everywhere is a cloud based polling solution designed for ease of use and flexible classroom polling for courses of all sizes. Allowing for a wide range of question types, Poll Everywhere is an easy way to engage students and receive feedback via short answers, multiple choice, clickable images, up voting and many others. This service has been integrated into the Canvas service.

Features

- Polls can be run from the Poll Everywhere website or integrated into a PowerPoint, Keynote, or Google Slides.
- Students can use a computer, smart device or text message to respond quickly to polls in class.
- Polling can be done anonymously with students replying at your custom response URL with no need to have an account.

Poll Everywhere has application integration with the following:

**Canvas:** You can utilize an integration with Canvas to grade polls, track participation, and provide accounts to your students with a quick roster import process.

**PowerPoint:** You can utilize the Add in for PowerPoint to spark exciting conversations directly from your PowerPoint slide deck. PowerPoint for Mac is also supported.

**Microsoft Teams:** You can utilize the integration with Microsoft Teams to create a Multiple choice activity directly in Microsoft Teams. Use it whenever you need to collect feedback in a hurry, prioritize agenda items, or assign tasks during a meeting.

**Slack:** You can use the integration with Slack to create a Multiple choice poll or Q&A activity directly in Slack.

Additional supported apps.

Poll Everywhere can also be installed on mobile devices.

For additional help, please refer to the Poll Everywhere vendor guides:

- Instructor Getting Started Guide
- Presenter Getting Started Guide
- Student Getting Started Guide
- Add a Poll Everywhere Poll to your Canvas Module
- Poll Everywhere Video Guides

Who can use it?

This service is available to SOM faculty and staff

How much does it cost?

This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?

If you are interested in Poll Everywhere please email somit@yale.edu. Our Applications Support Specialist or Yale Media Library will create an account for you.

Related Policy and Procedures

- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.

Related Knowledge Articles

Poll Everywhere for Slack